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Ledlenser sheds a light on the game: The new
torch and camping lantern for children
Developed especially for children: The Kidbeam4 and Kidcamp6
are the latest additions to Ledlenser's KidsLights series.

Solingen, March 2022 - From now on, little adventurers from the
age of three have plenty to choose from: In addition to the
Kidled2 and Kidled4R children's headlamps, the lighting
experts from Ledlenser now present the Kidbeam4 torch and
the Kidcamp6 camping light – both designed for children. All
lamps come with fun features such as flashing and brightly
coloured lights. They are easy and safe to use and come in two
cheerful designs: green dinosaurs or purple-blue rainbows.

"Ledlenser as a brand caters for the whole family. These new lamps
are especially designed for our youngest customers so that they can
explore the world playfully with the proper light," says Philipp Elsner,
Product Manager at Ledlenser. "To make them even more fun, we
have equipped the new torch and the camping light with some
features that will make children's hearts beat faster."

Kidbeam4: The torch for little explorers

The Kidbeam4 torch is a versatile companion for all types of
explorations - whether in the garden, at play or on the way home.
The lamp is robust and can even withstand a fall from a height of
1.5 metres. The lamp provides sparkling brightness with 70 lumens;
alternatively, it can be adjusted to a gentle 10 lumens. In any case,
the reduced glare effect ensures that children's sensitive eyes are
protected. In addition to classic white light, red, green and blue light
add to the fun of playing. The flashing mode can be used to create
exciting effects. There are also safety features included: the lamp is
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operated with two alkaline batteries, which are stored in a lockable
compartment. The light can be set to switch off automatically after
20 minutes in order to save energy. The torch weighs only 72 g and
can also be attached with a clip, e.g., to the belt.

Kidcamp6: Camping light, reading lamp, disco ball

Cosy reading light or flashing party fun? The Kidcamp6 is both,
making it a universal light source for many occasions, whether on a
camping holiday or at a birthday party for children. Thanks to the
fold-out hook, the round lamp can be easily attached to a tent pole
for instance. As the Kidbeam4, the lamp comes with four light
colours (static white, red, blue and green), which help to create
different moods - from the jungle to a pirate ship. When set to
flashing mode, Kidbeam6 transforms into a little disco ball.In power
mode, 60 lumens provide pleasant brightness for reading or playing.
Thanks to the glare-free optics, the light is easy on the eyes. In low
power mode, the light is dimmed to a gentle 10 lumens. Thus, the
lamp can also be used as a cosy light to go to sleep by, which turns
off after 20 minutes thanks to the automatic switch-off mode. The
Kidcamp 6 also features a lockable battery compartment.

Prices and availability

Kidbeam4 and Kidcamp6 are suitable for children from the age of
three. Both lamps are now available in Ledlenser's online shop:
https://shop.ledlenser.com/.

Kidbeam4 costs 19.90 Euros, Kidcamp6 is available at an RRP of
18.90 Euros. Also available are the headlamps Kidled2 at an RRP
of 15.90 Euros and Kidled4 at 19.90 Euros. All prices include VAT.
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Please

find

more

information

about

Ledlenser

at:

www.ledlenser.com/de

About Ledlenser
The Solingen-based company Ledlenser GmbH & Co. KG is one of the world's leading
manufacturers of portable LED lighting products. The experts for high-quality lamps
have been offering a wide range of products for different target groups for over 20 years.
Professional users in the industrial and security sectors will find the right lamp here, as
will sportsmen and women, camping and outdoor enthusiasts, or handymen and do-ityourselfers. The portfolio also includes power banks. Products from Ledlenser are
"Engineered & Designed in Germany".
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